TA GROUP S.A.R.L was founded in 1990 by the Civil Engineer Mr. Hassan Saab. Using
the most innovative solutions and technologies, Mr. Saab applied his experience to
establish one of the leading companies in Engineering, Construction and Specialty
Contracting in Lebanon.
TA GROUP S.A.R.L has been proudly serving the Lebanese construction industry for
almost 30 years, and like any successful business, its history is one of steady growth,
expansion, and development.
Key Episodes of TA GROUP S.A.R.L



Successful Beginning

1990 witnessed the birth of TA GROUP S.A.R.L in Beirut, Lebanon, where the First highperformance EPDM roofing system was applied.
1991 marked the first Concrete Repair and Structural Strengthening Project. Since then,
TA GROUP has offered technical support, products, systems, and comprehensive
solutions to repair, strengthen and restore deteriorated concrete buildings. The company
put into Application the Fiber Reinforced Concrete System for the first time, and took
the lead in introducing the Monocouche Renders to the Lebanese Market.
1992 - 1994 the Lightweight Concrete made of light expanded clay aggregates was
applied by TA GROUP for the first time, as well as the Lightweight Screeding for Thermal
Insulation & Structural lightweight concrete for slabs & beams construction.



Growth and New Markets

1995 - 2006 TA GROUP expanded its product and service range: The Floating Slabs,
Acoustic and Vibration Insulation, floating foundations, and finally the Crystalline
Waterproofing Systems were primarily introduced to the Lebanese market.
2007 marked the first step towards more success and expansion by the establishment
of TA GROUP S.A.L (OFFSHORE).
The growth strategy continued by introducing the First Cellular Glass insulation
Application in 2013.

After one year, TA GROUP S.A.R.L launched Green Grey Qatar, the leader of a Green
Future and added the Decorative Concrete Admixtures and the Anti-Corrosion film
Galvanizing System to their list of specialty solutions. In addition to that, and specifically
in 2014, TA GROUP was ISO certified due to its passion and commitment to quality.
TA GROUP S.A.R.L launched TA GROUP Kuwait W.L.L in 2015 to widen its scope of
work and to spread their product base.



TA GROUP S.A.R.L Today

TA GROUP celebrates 29 years of excellence. The company has more than 13 brands
falling under its Umbrella, and more than 26 Employees working together to provide its
customers with the service they need, when and where they need it.
The journey was long and hard in a tough market as Lebanon. Yet, with our perseverance
to overcome every obstacle along the road, we could succeed and develop. This would
not have happened without the support of our loyal team and encouragement of our
satisfied customers. TA Group had relocated its offices to Harbor 1504 Bldg., George
Haddad Avenue, Marfaa, Beirut, to serve its valued customers even better than ever.

